PROJECT.

CORRUPTION & CRIME COMMISSION

Lotus provided the Corruption & Crime
Commission with some complex design solutions
integrating both solid & glazed panels within their
corporate space.

ARCHITECT.
SCOTT PENN HALL
BUILDER.
SHAPE GROUP
LOCATION.
PERTH CBD WESTERN AUSTRALIA
PRODUCTS.
100 SERIES OPERABLE WALL - SOLID
100 SERIES OPERA SWITCH

SCOPE
The Corruption & Crime Commission needed help to transition from a traditional cellular office space across six floors to a more flexible
adaptive work space. The business used their recent business relocation as an opportunity to re-brand and reshape the public’s
perception of the organisation. SPH architecture described the project objective “to present a transparent, open and welcoming
public entry with a classic, modern aesthetic that extends and develops into the Public Examination Rooms with increasing levels
of gravitas.” This was a strong consideration for us when implementing our products within the space, ensuring they adhered to this
objective and complemented the overall architectural vision.

THE SPACE
In conjunction with other project stakeholders, we worked to facilitate a design that catered for nine departments within the business,
high privacy and security requirements, the courtroom, interview room and a new public interface.
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SOLUTION
The finished space featured Lotus’ solid, fabric faced Operable Walls (with high
acoustic rating) between meeting spaces as well as our Opera double glazed
panels incorporating switchable glass technology. Lightweight Operable walls
were also used as a movable screen to section off the equipment storage
area. Challenges of this project included remote stacking configurations
and intersecting walls incorporating full height panel hung pass doors in
conjunction with switchable glass.
As specialists in bespoke office fit-outs, we took pride in working with the other
project stakeholders to deliver this installation with minimal disruption to the
business, on time and to the highest standard.

“We were very happy with the work delivered by Lotus
for this project. Their professionalism and attention to
detail helped ensure a smooth process for everyone
involved, and we were very impressed with the
way that their high-quality wall and door products
complemented the overall vision for the CCC across
multiple departments.

100 Series Opera Switch

100 Series Opera Switch

In particular, the Switchglass function added a
fantastic versatility to the space, being able to create
privacy at the press of a button. Very important in
a business that emphasised their high security and
confidentiality requirements to us. We would happily
recommend Lotus to others, and engage them for
future endeavours.”
SHAPE GROUP BUILDERS

100 Series Operable Wall - with built-in whiteboard
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